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ABSTRACT: We review the current status of the field of rare Kahn decays. The study of 
rare kaon decays has played a key role in the development of the standard model, and the field 
continues to have significant impact. The two areas of greatest import are the search for physics 
beyond the standard model and the determination of fundamental standard-model parameters. 
Due to the exquisite sensitivity of rare kaon decay experiments, searches for new physics can 
probe very high mass scales. Studies of the K + xvrii modes in particular, where the first event 
has recently been seen, will permit tests of the standard-model picture of quark mixing and CP 
violation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This article reviews the status of rare kaon decays, with emphasis on the progress 
made since the 1993 review in this series [l]. Several other excellent review 
articles are available focusing on rare kaon decays [2], theoretical studies of rare 
kaon decays [3-61, and non-rare kaon decays [7]. Due to limited space, we cannot 
cover many interesting topics, such as CP violation in Ki +x+7rIT- decays-c and 
e’, or T/CPT violation in Ki +A + - x decays, or searches for T violation in the 
transverse polarization of the l.~+ in K’ + n’p+v,~ and K+ t p+v,r . 

Kaons have a relatively long lifetime because they decay only through the 
weak interaction. As a result, studies of their decays provide key insights into the 
behavior of the weak interaction under the three fundamental symmetry operators 
C, P, and T. The Ilrst of these, C or charge conjugation, is a unitary operator 
that replaces particles by anti-particles. Thus, in one possible sign convention, 

CjK”) = -IH”) and CjK+) = -IT). The parity operator, P, in&s spatial 
directions, replacing left by right and vice-versa. The kaons are pseudoscalar 
particles which are odd under the action of P. Under the combined operator CP, 
then 

CPIK”) = IK’) 

CPl%?) = IK”) 
(1). 

Even and odd eigenstates of CP called KI and K2 can then be formed from the 
symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the K” and r. If CP were an 
exact symmetry of the weak interaction, these combinations would be identified 
with the observed eigenstates of mass and lifetime, called Kz and Ki. The famous 
discovery in 1964 [8] of the decay KL -+ m implied that CP symmetry is violated 
in weak decays, since the KL, which decays mostly to CP-odd final states, can 
also decay to 7rx, which is CP-even. We have since learned that nearly all of the 
KL -+ mr decay can be explained by so-called indirect CP violation, in which 
the mass and lifetime eigenstates KL and KS are mixtures of the CP eigenstates 
given by 

IK:) = WI> + E IKd) ld=i? (2) 

2 
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FG, = W2) + 6 IW) /mm? 

and the decay proceeds via E ]Kr). A question that has been open until recently 
is whether there is also direct CP violation, in which the CP-odd eigenstate K2 
decays to CP-even final states such as RT. The traditional method of searching 
for this phenomenon, which is expected in the Standard Model, is to look for a 
small deviation from unity of the so-called double ratio 

R = r(KL + 7r07r0)/IyK~ + 7r07r0) 

l?(KL -+ 7r+7r-)/r(Ks -+ 7r+7r-)’ 

The value of this ratio has been reported [9,10] to be significantly different from 
unity, establishing the existence of direct CP violation in weak interactions. The 
Standard Model predicts a variety of other direct- CP-violating effects in rare kaon 
decays; measurements of these processes, which are addressed in this article, can 
provide additional tests of the Standard Model picture of CP violation. 

The anti-unitary operator T reverses the arrow of time. In Lorentz-invariant 
local field theories, like the Standard Model, the combined operator CPT is an 
exact symmetry of the Lagrangian. Thus the observed CP violation in kaon 
decays would imply the existence of T violation. However, it is also interesting 
to search for more direct evidence of T violation, and a number of kaon-decay 
experiments have also played a central role in this effort. 

The field of rare kaon decays has a long and rich history: the discovery of 
the kaon in 1949 [11], the postulation of “strangeness” [12], the r-0 puzzle [13] 
and the understanding of parity violation [14], the understanding of quark mix- 
ing [15,16], the discovery of CP violation [8], the small rate for Ki +p+p- and 
flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNCs) in general, and the development of the 
Glashow, Iliopoulos, Maiani (GIM) mechanism [17] and the prediction of the 
charm quark mass [18]. As the field has evolved, so has the definition of “rare” 
decays, from branching ratios of -10v3 to the current levels of -10-12. 

This article will, in general, cover modes with branching ratios below - 10m5, 
with one measured to be less than 10-ll. The two areas of greatest interest 
have been the very sensitive searches for physics beyond the standard model 
through lepton flavor-violating (LFV) decays and the studies of the standard- 
model picture of the Cabibbo, Kobayashi, Maskawa (CKM) mixing [16] and CP 
violation that have recently begun to bear fruit. 

A large number of results from experiments at Brookhaven National Labora- 
tory (BNL) (E787, E865, E871), Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) 
(E799-II: KTeV), and the European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN) 
(NA48) have been reported at recent conferences [19-311. Many of these results 
have not yet been published. 

1.1 Standard Model “Golden Modes” and CKM Matrix 

The weak decay of quarks is described through the unitary CKM matrix. This 
matrix and the Wolfenstein parameterization [32,33] are shown below: 

&KM = ( 5; ;; ;; ) (4 
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1 - x2/2 x AX3(p - iv) 
- -x 1 -X2/2 AX2 +0(X4) 

AX3(1 -,I - iv) -AX2 1 

l-“‘-9 x AX3(p - iv) 

N 
_x + A2X 3 (l-2p-2it7) 

2 
l-$$(1+4A2) AX2 , 

AX3(1 -p - iv) _Q2[1_ ~21-2p,-i237 1 A’?” 

where X is the sin of the Cabibbo angle, X G sin&! N 0.22, and ii and 7 are related 
to the Wolfenstein parameters p and 7; by jj G ~(1 - X2/2) and q E q(l - X2/2). 

The unitarity of this matrix can be expressed in terms of six unitarity conditions 
which can be represented graphically in the form of triangles, all of which have 
the same area. The area of these triangles is equal to one half of the Jarlskog 
invariant, Jcp [34]. This is the fundamental measure of CP violation in the 
standard model. One of the possible unitarity relations that is frequently cited 
in the literature is 

V$V& + Vc*bV&j + Vt*bV&! = 0. (5) 

This equation can be represented graphically, as in Figure 1, where we have 
divided all sides by V,*bV& which is a real quantity to 0(X6). This particular 

Figure 1: Traditional representation of the unitarity triangle. Measurements of 
B meson decays introduce constraints shown in green, contributions from the two 
golden kaon decay modes are marked in red. 

representation provides a convenient display, with the apex of the triangle given 
by the two least well-known of the Wolfenstein parameters, p and ?j. The best 
information currently comes from several measurements of B meson decays, as 
well as the measured value of E from kaon decays. All of the unitarity triangles 
should be tested; it is desirable to overconstrain each of the unitarity relations 
and to measure Jcp in each of the triangles. 

The most powerful tests of our understanding of CP-violation and quark mixing 
will come from comparison of the results from B meson and kaon decays with 
little theoretical ambiguity. The two premier tests are expected to be: 

l Comparison of the angle ,f? from the ratio B(Ki -+ +‘viT )/B(K+ + n+tvTi ) 
and the CP-violating asymmetry in the decay Bi -+ $Kg . 
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l Comparison of the magnitude l&d 1 from KS -+n+uv and the ratio of the 
mixing frequencies of B, to Bd mesons, expressed in terms of the mass 
difference ratio AMB, /AMB~ . 

The current value of the fundamental level of CP violation in the SM, Jcp = 
(2.7 f 1.1) x 10e5, is known, primarily from measurements of B meson decays, 
with about 40% uncertainty [35]. Measurement of Jcp in the kaon system is very” 
clean theoretically (uncertainty of ~2%) and can be expected to be measured to 
-8% within a decade. While measurement of Jcp in the B system is difficult 
and is plagued by theoretical uncertainties, it is likely that a 15% measurement is 
possible and if this could be pushed to the level expected from the kaon system, 
the comparison of these values will also be an important test of the SM. 

. 

1.2 Form Factor Measurements 

Interest in rare kaon decays extends well beyond their potential to determine 
standard-model parameters. Dozens of different medium-rare (branching ratios 
in the range 10e5 to 10F8) kaon decays have been measured. With the ever- 
increasing sensitivity of experiments designed to search for the very-rare modes 
that probe standard-model parameters or search for new physics, the statistics 
available for these medium-rare decays have increased to the point where both 
precision branching ratio measurements and form factor studies are possible. 

Both the branching ratios and the form factors provide excellent tests of chiral 
perturbation theory (ChPT) [36,37], which should work well at the relatively low 
momentum scales characteristic of kaon decays. The wide variety of different 
modes and form factors can be used to test ChPT. 

Measurements of a number of modes, such as Ki + e+e-yy and Ki + r?‘yy , 

are directly relevant to the determination of standard-model parameters because 
these modes can be backgrounds to more interesting decays, such as Ki + x’e+e- or 
Ki + X’YV . They can also provide information necessary to disentangle differ- 
ent amplitudes contributing to the signal mode, such as the ~‘y*y* intermediate 
state for Ki + +‘e+e- or the y*y* intermediate state for Ki + p+p- . 

The study of these “non-marquee” decay modes is thus more than a beneficial 
by-product of experiments designed to search for the more significant decays. 
Their properties are often of vital importance to the determination of back- 
grounds, the extraction of standard-model parameters, or tests of the reliability 
of theoretical tools like ChPT. 

1.3 Searches for New Physics 

A major thread in the history of the study of rare kaon decays is the search 
for exotic phenomena, often referred to as “beyond the standard model” (BSM). 
The quintessential example is the long search for the decay Ki -+ pe . This decay 
is absolutely forbidden in the standard model with massless neutrinos; specif- 
ically, it is forbidden by the symmetry of conserved lepton flavor number, for 
which no fundamental reason is known. Grand unified theories or other exten- 
sions to the standard model often contain heavy vector bosons that connect the 
standard-model lepton families-for example, coupling muons to electrons (hori- 
zontal gauge bosons) or quarks to leptons (leptoquarks). Both types of particles 
could mediate the otherwise forbidden decays, such as Ki + pe or K + rpe. 
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Because these decays simply do not happen in the standard model and are 
relatively simple to detect, they provide exceptional sensitivity to l3SM physics. 
With experiments now probing branching ratios at the level of 10-12, even a very 
heavy exotic boson (on the order of 100 TeV, for the usual electroweak coupling) 
would lead to a detectable signal. 

. 

2 Cl’ VIOLATION AND THE CKM MATRIX 

The unitarity triangle is most readily expressed for the kaon system as follows: 

v,*,vid + V;Vcd + v,‘,&/td = 0 

or 

A, + A, + At = 0, 

P-9 

with the three vectors Xi E Vi+sV& converging to form a very elongated triangle in 
the complex plane. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2. The first vector, 

(Ohnh,) 

(-h,+Reh,,O) / h(l-h2/2-h4/6) 

r ( K++7r”e+v)“2 

(Reh,,O) 

Figure 2: Unitarity triangle for the K system (not to scale). 

A, = v,*,&, is well known. The height will be measured by Ki -++‘zE and 
the third vector, At = Vt*sVu, will be measured by the decay K+ --+~+fvV . The 
theoretical ambiguities in interpreting all of these measurements are very small. 
It may be possible to extract additional constraints on the height of the triangle 
from Ki +x”!+!- decays and on Re(Xi) from KL + /.L+P- decays. 

The base of this triangle has the length b = A, = v$Vu,j, determined from the 
decay rate of K-,rrev, and nuclear beta decay. If we assume unitarity then b is 
determined completely from K + rev, and b = IV,, 1 to very good approximation. 
To even better accuracy it is expressed as 

The value of A, the best-known of the Wolfenstein parameters, is extracted [38] 
from the measurement of the K -+rev, rate [39]. The height of the triangle, 
h z Im(&) can be derived from a measurement of the KL -+ +‘vV branching 
ratio. The area of the triangle, a, is then given by two kaon decay measurements 
as 

Jcp = 2a = b x h = A, x Im(&) = 0.976 x X x Im(&); (8) 

the ultimate uncertainty on Im(At) and a will be limited, not by theoretical 
ambiguities, but by experimental uncertainties on B(Ki + +‘vi~ ), to CJ(5 - 10%) 
from the next round of Ki + T?VV experiments. This compares favorably to the 
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B system, where three (four without the unitarity assumption) measurements are 
needed. 

Table 1 lists current values [39-411 for the magnitudes of the CKM matrix 
elements and Wolfenstein parameters. 

Table 1: Magnitudes of CKM matrix parameters. The current values for the,. 
matrix elements Vii are listed, where i loops over the d-type and j represents the 
u-type quarks, as are the Xj - Vj:Vj, values as defined earlier in the text and the 
Wolfenstein parameters (X, A, p and q). 

vji i=d i=s i=b xj E vTsyd 

V,i 0.9740 f 0.0010 0.2196 f 0.0023 0.0032 f 0.0008 0.2139 f 0.0026 
V,i 0.224 & 0.016 1.04 f 0.16 0.0395 f 0.0017 0.233 f 0.040 
Vti 0.0084 f 0.0018l “&b ’ 0.99 f 0.29 .00033 f .00009 

x 0.2196 f 0.0023 [39] 
A 0.819 f 0.039 [39] 
P 0.14 f 0.15 [40] (0.18 f 0.04 [41])” 
rl 0.38 f 0.13 [40] (0.36 f 0.03 [41])’ 

“The entries for V& and Vt, assume a 3 generation unitary matrix. 
bThe uncertainties on p and 77 are conservative, generally accepted values. Values from more 

aggressive treatment of errors are given in parentheses. 

2.1 K;+p+/.r 

The decay Ki +p+pL- is dominated by the process of Ki -+yr with the two real 
photons converting to a p+p- pair. This contribution can be precisely calculated 
in QED [42] based on a measurement of the Ki -+ yy branching ratio. How- 
ever, there is also a long-distance dispersive contribution, through off-shell pho 
tons. This contribution needs additional input from ChPT [43,44], which may be 
aided by new, improved measurements of the decays Ki t e+e- y , KL + p+p-y ; 
Ki+e+e-e+e- and Ki-+p+~~e+e- (see Section 3.1), although there is some 
dispute as to the reliability of such calculations [45,46]. Most interesting is 
the short-distance contribution which proceeds through internal quark loops, 
dominated by the top quark (see Figure 3). This contribution is sensitive to 

Figure 3: Feynman diagrams for the short-distance component of the decay 
K;+p+p- . 

the real part of the poorly known CKM matrix element Vtd or equivalently to 
p [5,47]. If this were the only contribution to the decay, the branching ratio 
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Bso(Ki+p+p- ) could be written as 

Bsu(K;+p+p- ) = -2- “2B(Kp2L[YcRe(X,) + Y,Re(X,)]2 
7~+ 7r2 sin4 ~w)V,,[~ 

(9) 

= 1.51 x iO-gA4(po - P)~, 
. 

with ps = 1.2 and the Inami-Lim functions [5,48], Yp, are functions of zq = 
Mi/M& where Mw is the mass of the W boson and Mp is the mass of the quark 
q. This mode has now been measured with impressively high statistics [49] (see 

by the E871 collaboration (see Section 61.2). The branching ratio, 

<a> 

Figure 4: Final sample of Ki +p+p- decays from experiment E871 at BNL. A 
total of -6200 Ki + P+,u- events are observed in the peak. a) Reconstructed 
mass of the p+pL- pair, M,,, and b) the momentum of the reconstructed j~+p- 
pair relative to that of the parent kaon (pi), where the direction of the parent 
kaon is derived from the locations of the target and the decay vertex. 

B(Ki+p+p- ) = (7.18 f 0.17) x lo-‘, is a factor of three more precise than 
previous measurements, and the error on the rate relative to Ki + rIT+7r- , 

;[z=;:I: ; = (3.474 f 0.054) x 10-s, 
L 

no longer dominates the error on the ratio 

‘F;-+<;;; ) = (1.213 f 0.030) x 10-5, 
L 

(10) 

(11) 

contributing only -1.5% of the 2.5% error. The remaining significant sources of 
uncertainty, 

wG+YY > = 0.632 f 0.009 , 
I’(K+T+F ) 
~ 

r(K; -+7r07ro ) r(q -+ ho ) 
= 2.186 f 0.028, (12) 

will probably be improved in the near future by the KLOE experiment at Frascati. 
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This measured ratio is only slightly above the unitarity bound from the on-shell 
two-photon contribution 

and limits possible short-distance contributions. With a recent estimate of the 
long-distance dispersive contribution [43], a limit on p was extracted: p > -0.33~” 
at 90% confidence level (CL) [49]. 

Unlike Ki +P+/J- , which is predominantly mediated by two real photons, 
the decay Ki -+ eSe- proceeds primarily via two off-shell photons. The rela- 
tive contribution from short-distance top loops is significantly smaller than in 
Ki + p+p- . However, the recent observation by E871 [50] of four events, with 
a branching ratio of B(Ki +eTe- ) = (8.7::::) x 10-12, is consistent with ChPT 
predictions [44,45] and is the smallest branching ratio ever measured for any 
elementary particle decay. _ 

2.2 K; -+ +‘l+P 

The decays Ki -+ #e$e- and Ki -+ d’p+p- can proceed via the direct- CP-violating 
components of t,he diagrams in Figure 3 and the s + dy* amplitude, where 
y* represents a virtual photon. These processes are calculable with high pre- 
cision within the Standard Model since they are dominated by top-quark ex- 
change. If these were the only contributions to this decay, the branching ratio 
for Kx ++‘e+e-- would be related to the CKM matrix elements by [51] 

= 6.91 x 10-11A4q2, 

With the current best-fit value of 1.38 x lop4 for Im(&) [52], this implies a 
branching ratio of about 5 x lo- l2 The related decay Ki -+ n’p’p- is expected . 

to be suppressed relative to the electron mode by about a factor of five owing to 
the reduced phase space. 

Unfortunately, the decay Ki+r”e+e- can occur in two other ways. First, 
there is an indirect-CP-violating contribution from the CP-even, Ki’ component 
of Ki. This contribution could be determined from a measurement of K,” -+ r”e+e- , 

but the current.upper limit [53] of B(Kg -+ 7r”e+e- ) < 1.1 x low6 is far from the 
expected leyel of less than lo- 8. A KS branching ratio of lo-’ would imply an 
indirect-CP-violating contribution to Ki +r”ese- of about 3 x 10-12, compa- 
rable to the expected direct-CP-violating contribution. In addition, a significant 
contribution is expected from the interference between the direct and indirect- 
CP-violating amplitudes. 

Further complicating the picture is the presence of a CP-conserving amplitude 
involving a r’y*y* intermediate state, from which the virtual photons materi- 
alize into an e+e- pair. A model for the KEn’y*y* vertex is needed to deter- 
mine the size of this contribution. This vertex can be studied by measuring 
the Ki -+r”yy decay and the related decay Ki + r”ese-y . These decays are 
discussed in Section 3.2. Based on recent measurements of these modes, by the 
KTeV experiment at Fermilab (see Section 6.2.1), the CP-conserving contribution 
to Ki -+ roe +e- has been estimated at 1-2x 10-12, comparable to the expected 
direct- CP-violating part. 
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Given these three contributions, it will be difficult to extract CKM matrix 
parameters from even a precision measurement of Ki -+#‘e+e- . But there 

is a still more formidable roadblock to progress on these modes, first pointed 
out by Greenlee [54]. As is discussed in Section 3.1, the radiative Dalitz decay 
Ki -+ e+e-yy has a rather large branching ratio (- 6 x 10e7). The two photons 
may have an invariant mass near that of the 7r”, so that the final state is indis- 
tinguishable from the +‘e+e- mode. Two strategies can’be used to deal with 
this background. First, a high-precision calorimeter can be used to minimize the 
size of the region in A+, where confusion can occur; second, the difference in 
the kinematic distributions expected in the radiative Dalitz decay can be used to 
remove most of the background events, at a cost of some acceptance for the signal 

mode K” + #e+e- . These techniques reduce, but cannot eliminate, this back- 
ground,-:0 that the present searches for Ki + 7c”e+e- are background-limited at 
the level of 10P1’. 

The most recent limit on Ki +$‘e+e- comes from the KTeV experiment [55]. 
The analysis selects on the direction of the photons with respect to the electrons to 
minimize the background from radiative Dalitz decays while preserving as much 
sensitivity as possible. Figure 5a shows the eeyy mass vs the yy mass for the 
KTeV data with the signal box excluded, and Figure 5b shows an expanded view 

around the signal box. KTeV found two events that passed all cuts, compared 

M W-Y (GeVW 

Figure 5: KTeV: Reconstructed rPe+e- mass plotted vs reconstructed yy mass 
from the KL -+ +‘e+e- analysis of 1996-1997 data. a) shows the situation before 

the final set of kinematic cuts, and the diagonal band passing through the signal 
region is due to the background mode Ki + ese-yy . Events in the exclusion 

box surrounding the signal box are not shown. b) shows the two events remaining 
in the signal region (the smallest box) after all cuts are applied. The contours 
contain 68% and 95% of any real Ki + x’e+e- signal. 

with an expected background level of 1.06 events. This finding leads to an upper 
limit B(Ki -+n’e+e- ) < 5.6 x lo-” (9O%CL). Although this limit repre- 
sents a significant improvement over previous results [56-581, it is still two orders 
of magnitude above the standard-model prediction for the direct- CP-violating 
component of this decay. 

A similar analysis of the related muon mode by KTeV resulted in a slightly 
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smaller upper limit [59], B(K~-+n”p+p- ) < 3.4 x 10-l’ (9O%CL). Figure 6 
shows a plot of the n’jq~ mass, with two events in the signal region and an 

Figure 6: KTeV: Invariant mass distribution, M+,+, for events passing all other 
cuts from the 1996-1997 data set. 

expected background of 0.87 f 0.15. The greater sensitivity for this mode results 
from making looser kinematic cuts. Due to the reduced phase space for this decay, 
the branching ratio of the muon mode is expected to be a factor of five smaller 
than that for the electron mode, so that this limit is farther from the expected 
level than the limit for ?e+e-. An improvement of roughly a factor of two may 
be expected in both these limits when the analysis of the 1999 KTeV data set is 
complete. 

Table 2 summarizes the experimental measurements of K” A #‘l+l- . The ob- 

Table 2: Summary of K” + ~F’i?.f- results 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio Experiment 

Ki --+ d’e+e- < 5.6 x 10-l’ KTeV (1999) [55] 
K;+r”p+p- < 3.4 x 10-l” KTeV (2000) [59] 
K” -+ d’e+e- S < 1.1 x 10W6 NA31 (1993) [53] 

stacles to determining CKM matrix elements from measurements of the Ki -+ TT”!+~?- 
modes are formidable. Although work on these modes is likely to continue, future 
efforts will focus on the related decay Ki -+ +‘UV , which is free of the problems 
affecting the 7r”e+e- and rr”p+p- modes. 

The decay modes K+ + n+vi? and Ki -+ #vi? are the golden modes for deter- 
mining the CKM parameters p and 77. Together with the other golden mode 

R+& > and perhaps the ratio AMB,~/AMB~ , t,hey provide the best oppor- 
tunity to test the Standard Model explanation of CP violation and to search for 
new physics. The K -+ IWV decays are sensitive to the magnitude and imaginary 
part of V&j . From these two modes, the unitarity triangle can be completely 
determined. 
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These modes proceed through loops dominated by the top quark, as shown in 
Figure 7. The hadronic matrix element for these decays can be extracted from 

Figure 7: Feynman diagrams for the decays K + xvi? . 

the well-measured K’ --+K”~+v~ (Kes) decay. The branching ratios have been 
calculated in the next-to-leading-log approximation [60], complete with correc- 
tions for isospin violation [61] and two-loop-electroweak effects [62]. They can be 
expressed as follows [63]: 

B(K;+dG ) = = K.LQ~B(K~) c I~~(M&12 
r~+ 27r2 sin4 8~jVu,12 I 

(15) 

B(K++r+vv ) = K.+a2B(Ke3) c IX& + x,x,~2. 
27r2 sin4 B~~Vu,~2 l 

The factors K,L and IE+ refer to the isospin corrections relating K+vP to 
K+ + 7r”e+v e f The Inami-Lim functions [5,483, X,, are also functions of 1~~; these 
contain QCD corrections. The sum is over the three neutrino generations. (See 
Reference 63 for more information). The intrinsic theoretical uncertainty in the 
branching ratio B(K+ -+ r+uV ) is 7%, predominantly from the next-to-leading- 
log calculation of X,. The intrinsic theoretical uncertainty for Ki + 7rITouP is even 
smaller, ~2%) coming from the uncertainties in KL and X. These equations can 
be rewritten in terms of the Wolfenstein parameters, and based on our current 
understanding of standard-model parameters, the branching ratios are predicted 
to be 

B(Ki +7Puv ) = 4.08 x 10-10A4q2 (16) 
= (3.1 f 1.3) x lo-l1 

B(K+ --+TT+VV ) = 8.88 x 10-“A4[(po - p)’ + (a$2] (17) 
= (8.2 f 3.2) x lo@, 

where (T = (1 - $)-” and p. = 1.4 [63]. In addition, it is possible to place a theo- 
retically unambiguous upper limit on K’ --+ T+VV from the limit on AMB, IAMB* 
derived from AMB~ < 14.3 ps-’ [64]. This limit is [63] 

B(K+++zZ ) < 1.67 x 10-l’. (18) 

The decay amplitude Ki + 7r”ui? is direct- CP-violating, and offers the best oppor- 
tunity for measuring the Jarlskog invariant Jcp. Although the B meson system 
will provide clean measures of some angles of the triangle, the determination of 
its area will be much less precise. 

Two sets of recent experimental results have stimulated a lot of theoretical ac- 
tivity on various BSM contributions [52,65] to K -+ lrui? . The value of Re(e’/e) = 
(19.3&2.4)x lo- 4, including the most recent experimental results [9,10], is larger 
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than most theoretical calculations have predicted [3,5,52,66], In addition, the 
first observation of Kt -+ nsvV from E787 based data collected in 1995 [67], 
with B(K+ --+x’vV ) = 4.2’$:: x 10-l’, was a factor of five larger than the 
standard-model prediction. The theoretical calculation of E//E has large uncer- 
tainty, so although the measured value is higher than most calculations, this 
does not necessarily imply the need for new physics. The same is true of the 
K+ + T+UV measurement; although the standard-model prediction is unambigu-‘” ’ 

ous and the result wass high, the branching ratio based on one event is entirely 
consistent with the standard model. Reference 65 points out that in a generic 
supersymmetric extension to the standard model, an enhanced Zds or sdg vertex 
that contributes to E’/E will also enhance either Ki ++‘Yv or Ki +~‘e+e- . 

The enhancement of K+ --+ n+vv is smaller, as it is limited to some extent by the 
measured value of Ki + ~+PL- . An enhancement in these rare modes would be 
much easier to interpret than in E//E. 

2 3 1 K+--+~+nv . . 

Although the decay K+ + r’vi? is attractive theoretically, it is quite challenging 
experimentally. Not only is the branching ratio expected to be less than lo-“, it 
is a three-body decay with two undetectable neutrinos. The key to a convincing 
measurement of this decay is a thorough understanding of the background at 
a level of 10-ll. The E787 experiment (see Section 6.1.3) previously reported 
results of the analysis of the 1995 data sample [67]. This experiment employs 
two guiding principles for determining the background: 

l The background is measured from the same data as the K+ + r+vV signal. 
In this manner, any hardware problems, changes in rates, or changes in 
detector performance are automatically considered. 

l For all background from kaon decays, two independent sets of selection 
criteria are devised, with large rejection (e.g. typical rejections are R > 100) 
for that background type. This allows a measurement of background levels 
at a sensitivity R times greater than the signal by reversing one set of 
selection criteria. Because one set of criteria is always reversed, the criteria 
are devised without any bias from examining events in the signal region. 

The three major sources of background, KS +p+vp , K+ + T+T’ , and pions 
from the beam; are all measured, with a total background of 0.08 f 0.02 events 
from the analysis of the data collected during 1995-1997. One clean K+ + T+VF event 
was found (see Figure S), and based on this one event [68], which was also seen in 
the earlier data, the branching ratio is B(K++x+vV ) = 1.5:::; x 10-l’. This 
measurement places a limit on ]I& ]-and without any reference to measurements 
from B meson decays, limits on Xt can be derived: 

0.002 < IV, 1 < 0.04 (19) 
]17r&)] < 1.22 x 1o-3 

-1.10 x lop3 < Re(Xt) < 1.39 x 10W3 

1.07 x 1o-4 < Ptl < 1.39 x 10-3. 

The E787 experiment, with all data recorded should reach a factor of two higher 
sensitivity-to the level of the standard-model expectation for K+ + T+VV . 
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Figure 8: E787: Final data sample collected in 1995-1997 after all cuts. One 
clean KS ---+x+Yv event is seen in the signal box. The remaining events are 
K+ -+ rrT+rro background. 

A new experiment, E949 (see Section 6.1.3), is under construction at BNL and 
will run from 2001 through 2003. Taking advantage of the large AGS proton 
flux and the experience gained with the E787 detector, E949 should observe 10 
standard-model events in a two-year run. The background is well understood and 
based on E787 measurements is expected to be 10% of the standard-model signal. 
A proposal for an experiment which promises a further factor of 10 improvement 
has been prepared at FNAL. The CKM experiment (E905) is designed to collect 
100 standard-model events, with an estimated background of approximately 10% 
of the signal, in a two-year run starting in about 2005. This experiment will use a 
new technique, with K+ decay-in-flight and momentum/velocity spectrometers. 

2.3.2 K; -+ ?vi? 

The decay Ki -+ +‘VV is even cleaner theoretically and is purely direct- CP-violating. 
Unfortunately, it is even more difficult experimentally, because all particles in- 
volved in the initial and final states are neutral. 

Presently, the best limit on K~++‘uF is derived in a model-independent 
way [69] from the E787 measurement of K+ + ~+vi? : 

B(K;+r”vv) < 4.4xB(K+t7r+vv) (20) 
< 2.6 x lo-’ (90% CL). 

The goal is to observe this mode directly in order to extract a second of the 
CKM matrix parameters. Here we concentrate on the high-transverse-momentum 
technique for making this measurement, as used in the existing KTeV results; fu- 
ture efforts toward measuring Ki -+ r”uV may also include center-of-mass exper- 
iments. The Ki + r”vi7 decay is identified by two photons from the common de- 
cay x0 + yy. KL decays such as Ki + TPTT~IT~ and Kj, + r”ro can easily produce 
background if all but two of the final-state photons are unobserved. Background 
can also arise from x0’s produced by A or 2:” hyperon decays to final states such 
as n7r” with the neutron undetected, if the beam contains large numbers of hy- 
perons. An excellent system of photon veto detectors can substantially reduce 
these backgrounds, but additional kinematic cuts will also be necessary. In the 
center of mass experiments, a simple invariant mass cut can be made to reject 
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Ki + +‘+’ and Ki + d’+‘x” backgrounds. In experiments like KTeV where the 
kaon momentum is unknown, one can exploit the fact that the neutrinos recoiling 
against the r” in Ki +T’YV are massless, so that the transverse momentum of 
the 7r” extends to larger values than are possible in the background modes, as 
shown in Figure 9. 

KTeV (see Section 6.2.1) does not measure the kaon momentum; in order to 
determine the transverse momentum of the r”, the decay vertex must be known.’ ’ 

The longitudinal position of the vertex can be determined from the invariant 
mass constraint, but the transverse position can only be known within the size 
of the kaon beam. Thus a narrow “pencil” beam is needed, which !imits the 
available intensity. KTeV tried this approach in a one-day test run and observed 
one background event, probably from a neutron interaction. From this special 
run, a 90%-CL limit [70] of B.(Ki +~‘uti ) < 1.6 x 10e6 was determined. An 
alternative is to use the rarer no + e+e-y decay. This is a factor of 80 less 
sensitive but has several advantages. First, the location of the decay vertex can 
be determined from the charged tracks, so that a high-intensity, wide neutral 
beam can be used. This allowed the KTeV data for this mode to be taken in 
the standard configuration with standard triggers. Second, this approach allows 
determination of the transverse momentum with better precision, reducing the 
background level. The PT distribution of 7r” events passing all other cuts can 
be seen in Figure 9. The backgrounds nearest the search region come from the 
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Figure 9: KTeV: Final Ki --+ 7r”vV data sample collected during 1996-1997 after 
all cuts. No Ki -+ n”vF events are seen above PT = 160 MeV/c. 

decays A + nr” and Z” + An’. In this search using the full 1997 KTeV data set, 
with an expected background of 0.12+~:$, no events were seen, and at the 90% 
confidence level, B(Ki -+ r”vV ) < 5.9 x 10v7 [71], still more than four orders of 
magnitude from the standard-model prediction. 

The next generation of KL -+n”vi7 experiments will start with E391a (see 
Section 6.6) at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) in 
Tsukuba (Japan), which hopes to reach a sensitivity of - 10-r’. This exper- 
iment will use a technique similar to KTeV, with a pencil beam, high quality 
calorimetry and very efficient photon vetos. This experiment would eventually 
move to the Japanese Hadron Facility (JHF), a new 50 GeV proton accelerator 
that is expected to be built around 2006, and attempt to push to a sensitiv- 
ity of 0(10-14). Two other future experiments propose to reach sensitivities of 
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0(10-‘3): E926 (KOPIO/RSVP) at BNL (see Section 6.1.4) and ES04 (KAMI) 
at FNAL (see Section 6.2.2). The KOPIO technique is significantly different 
from the others; all possible initial and final state quantities will be measured, 
including the KL momentum and the photon times, energies and directions. A 
pre-radiator is used to reconstruct the directions of the two photons and a low 
momentum bunched beam is used to derive the kaon momentum from time of 
flight. This technique, which also relies on a very efficient photon veto system, 
has additional tools to reject backgrounds: the quality of the r” vertex and the 
+’ momentum in the kaon center of mass. 

The decays KL + x+x-vi7 , Ki + 7f’+‘vV and K+ -+ TT+ TPVP are also very clean 
theoretically and measurements of these branching ratios could be used to de- 
termine q and p [72]. Unfortunately, the SM expectations for these branching 
ratios are 0( 10-13), O( 10-13) and 0(10-‘4) respectively and are not accessi- 
ble for precision measurements in current or next generation experiments. A 
limit -on K+ ---F~+~~vD has recently been derived by E787: B(K+ -+7rIT+#vV ) 
< 4.3 x 1o-5 [73]. Table 3 summarizes the current experimental status of 
K-+~E. 

Table 3: Summary of K + nvi7 results 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio events Experiment 

K+ -+ T+UF (1.5+;:;) x lo-lo 1 E787 (2000) [68] 
K; -+lPUF < 1.6 x 1O-b 0 KTeV (2000) [70] 
KE + d’vi7 (eey) < 5.9 x 1o-7 0 KTeV (2000) [71] 
K; + +‘ui? (r+uF) < 2.6 x lo-’ - E787 (2000) [68] 
K+ + ~+d’uiT < 4.3 x 1o-5 0 E787 (2000) [73] 

3 FORM FACTORS 

In addition to the rare kaon decays that directly probe standard-model parame- 
ters (as discussed in the preceding section), and those that are sensitive to BSM 
physics (the subject of the following section), there is an impressively broad array 
of other decay modes on which substantial experimental progress has been made 
in recent years. Although these results receive less attention, they provide critical 
information in a variety of areas. 

For example, there has historically been strong interest in the Ki + p+p- decay 
as a probe of weak interaction dynamics, specifically Be(&), through its short- 
distance amplitude. But the short-distance amplitude is known to be quite small 
compared with the long-distance part, involving the yy and y*y* intermediate 
states. An accurate determination of the K~y*y* form factor is needed in order 
to evaluate the long-distance contribution, which is needed in turn to extract 
Re(Vu) from B(Ki +p+p- ). There are various theoretical models for the form 
factor, each involving parameters that must be determined from experiments 
discussed in Section 3.1. 

The measurement of such modes as KL +~“yy and Ki +e+e-yy is impor- 
tant for a different reason. As discussed in Section 2.2, Ki +l+l-yy is an im- 
portant background in the search for Ki + +‘@te- . Both the absolute number 
of event,s from this process and the kinematic distributions of those events are 
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thus important to the effort to learn about standard-model parameters from 
Ki +r’e+e- and K~+T”/~+~- . In particular, large samples of these events 
must be studied to determine the effectiveness of kinematic cuts necessary to ob- 
serve this extremely rare decay. Tine decay Ki + n’yy , though not a background 
to K” + r’e+e- can be used to determine the CP-conserving part of the ampli- 
tude: Additional’contributions from the ;7’y*y* intermediate state with off-shell 
photons are also important. These can be determined from ChPT models, but,” 
again there are undetermined parameters that must be extracted by studying 
kinematic distributions in Ki + 7r’y-y and the related mode KE + r”e+e-r . 

Because of their low energy release and wide variety of final states, kaon decays 
provide an excellent testing ground for the predictions of ChPT. For example, 
the K + ryy modes and the direct-emission component of radiative semileptonic 
decay modes have proven to be good testing grounds for comparing 0(p4) to 
0(p6) calculations. ChPT calculations of ?r7r scattering can likewise be tested by 
measuring the form factors of K +m~J!ve (Ke4) decays. 

Sometimes the study of these less well-known modes can turn up new phe- 
nomena of considerable interest. For example, an interesting observation of a 
CP-violating and T-odd angular asymmetry in the KE -+rr+~-e+e- decay has 
been made by the NA48 and KTeV experiments. This is the largest W-violating 
effect yet seen, and the first CP-violating effect ever observed in an angular dis- 
tribution. 

Recent reviews of the current state of radiative and semileptonic kaon decay 
measurements are available from the DAQNE workshop [74,75]. 

3.1 Ki + yy and Related Decays 

Like the x0, the neutral kaons couple to two photons. The effective interaction 
term for the CP-conserving interaction between a pseudoscalar meson field P of 
mass Mp and the electromagnetic field F,,” is given by 

In terms of the polarizations q and momenta Ici of the two photons, this vertex 
becomes 

c- 2:; e,,,&:e:&;, (22) 

which leads_ to a yy partial width of 

(23) 

The coupling fKsrr is determined in 0(p4) ChPT, without any free parameters, 
leading to the prediction [76] B(Kg +yy ) = 2.0 x 10m6. This is in good agreement 
with the experimental value [77] ( see Table 4), although the experimental errors 
are still rather large. 

The interaction term for two real photons can be extended to off-shell photons 
with nonzero k2. In this case, the coupling fpye7* can depend on the two k2 
values. Typically, a form factor Fprr is introduced, so that 

fpw(k;, k;) = fprr Fpy,(kf, k;), 
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Table 4: Summary of results or kaon decays to two photons and related modes 

and the form factor is consequently normalized to the point Fpr,(O, 0) = 1. The 

form factor ~~~~~ is needed to accurately calculate the long-distance contribution 

to KL-+p+p- and Ki--+e+e- , which both have important contributions from 

the y*y* intermediate state. As is discussed in Section 2.1, this long-distance 

contribution must be subtracted from the precise experimental measurement of 

Ki -+ ~+,LL- in order to determine the interesting short-distance part of the am- 

plitude for that decay, which can be related to the real part of the CKM matrix 

element Va or, equivalently, to the standard-model parameter p. 

A number of models are available for the form factor. The simplest approach 

is to determine the coefficient of the first few terms in a Taylor series expansion 

in the parameters pi = kf/MK 2 . An alternative parameterization [43] assumes 

that the form factor can be written in terms of vector-meson poles with arbitrary 

residues: 

F(k;, k;) = 1+ LY k2 kfM2 + 
k22 kfk; 

kg-M; +‘(kf - M;)(k; - MS)’ (25) 1 V 

Bare kaon decays can be used to study the Kyy form factors in several regions. 

For example, the electron and muon Dalitz decays IKi + e+e-y and Ki -+ p+p-y 
are sensitive to the form factor with kz = 0 and 4m2 < k: < Mi, where m2 is 

the lepton mass. From lepton universality [78] the form factors obtained in the 

electron and muon modes should be the same. A new, high-precision result from 

KTeV (see Section 6.2.1) for Ki +pspL-y is available; the mass distribution of 

the final event sample collected during 1996-1997 is shown in Figure 10. As Ta- 

ble 4 shows, substantial statistics are now available in both of these C!y modes. 

Experiments analyzing Z+Z-r data have usually fit for the CYK* parameter in the 

Bergstrom, Mass6 & Singer form factor model [79], 

F(k2,0) = k2 F2M2 + 
2.5cuK*k2 4 k2 k2/9 2k2/9 

. 
P (- k2 - ML. 3 k2 _ J/f; - j$ _ J/J; - k2 _ M$ 

) 
WI 

This model is based on a vector-dominance picture of pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar 

transitions (the first term) and vector-vector transitions involving K’V vertices 
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Figure 10: KTeV: Final Ki +p+p-y data sample collected in 1996-1997 after 
all cuts. A total of 9105 K,“+p+p-y events are observed in the peak. 

(the second term). This form provides an acceptable fit to the data. Two re- 
cent fits based on high-statistics analyses yield rather different values, though. A 
recent fit [80] to the NA48 (see Section 6.3) Ki -+e+e-y data yields QK* = 
-0.36 f 0.06, somewhat more negative than the best fit values from earlier 
experiments studying the same mode. A new KTeV result [Sl] based on the 
Ki +p+p-y mode finds (YK* = -0.17f0.03, a value about three sigma different 
from the new NA48 result. The k2 region sampled by the Ki +p+,u-y data is 
much more heavily weighted to large k2 values, such that a different form factor 
model might reduce the discrepancy. 

The rarer double-internal-conversion modes, where the final state consists of 
two lepton pairs, are sensitive to the form factor in the region 4772: < kf < 
(&fK -2~~2)~ and 4mz < kg < (i%fK -%z~)~, where ml and 7722 are the two lepton 
masses. Three such modes are expected: Ki + e+e-e+e- , Ki + p’p-e+e- and 
K; +p’p-,X+/L- . The production of muon pairs requires virtual photons at 
much higher k2 and is strongly suppressed. The largest sample of ese-e+e- 
decays reported to date is from KTeV, with 440 events in the 1997 data sam- 
ple. KTeV has also reported seeing about 40 e+e-p+p- events. The predicted 
branching ratio for the Ki +p+p-p+p- mode is below 10-12, two orders of 
magnitude beyond the sensitivity of KTeV. 

Two decay modes related to Ki + yy , though not especially interesting in 
themselves: have significant implications for the attempt to observe direct CP vio- 
lation in Ki + +‘e+e- and KE -+ +‘p + - p . These are the radiative Dalitz decays 
Ki + e+e- yy and Ki + p+p- yy . With a typical infrared cutoff of 5 MeV for 
the photon energies in the kaon center of mass, the electron mode, Ki -+ e+e- yy , 

has a branching ratio of about 6 x 10h7, five orders of magnitude higher than the 
expected rate for Kz -+ +‘e+e- . Moreover, the peak of the yy invariant mass 
spectrum in observed events is near the &’ mass. With a good calorimeter, ex- 
periments can limit the r” mass range to a few MeV, but the number of e+e-yy 
events in this range still swamps the expected 7r”ese- signal. Further reduction 
in this background can be achieved by cutting on kinematic variables to remove, 
for example, events in which the momentum of one of the photons is nearly paral- 
lel to that of one of the leptons; this topology is typical of radiative Dalitz decays 
but uncommon for rr”ese- events. But even an optimal set of cuts cannot reduce 
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this background to the level of the expected signal, a major impediment to the 
measurement of B(Ki +r’e+e- ). KTeV has identified a sample of over 1500 
e’e-yy events and has verified that their kinematic distributions are generally 
in agreement with those predicted. 

The decay Ki +p+p-yy is likewise a serious background to the measurement 
of K+4=p+p- . The absolute rate for this decay is much less than the rate 
for the corresponding electron mode (see Table 4). Unfortunately, the part of 
the phase space where this decay can be a background to Ki -+ n’p+p- , after 
the A4,, and other kinematic cuts, is not particularly suppressed. Thus, the 
Ki + r”p+p- mode does not allow experiments to eliminate the radiative Dalitz 
background. 

Table 4 summarizes results of kaon decays to two real or off-shell photons. With 
completion of the KTeV analysis, the Ki + @t-y modes should be improved by 
more than a factor of two. The Ki + l?te-e+e- data should triple. The KS 
modes may be improved by NA48 in a dedicated experiment after the E’/E run- 
ning. The Ki -+ yy and KS0 -+ yy as well as several other modes will be improved 
by KLOE. No improvements are expected for Ki + p+p- or Ki + e+e- in the 
foreseeable future. 

The decay rate and spectral shape of KE -+x”yy are calculated at 0(p4) of 
ChPT, without any free parameters [76]. The prediction of the spectral shape 
is a striking success of ChPT. However, the decay rate is a factor of three too 
small. To match the experimental value, a model-dependent contribution from 
0(p6) is needed, which is usually parameterized with a constant a~ [89], that 
measures the vector meson exchange contribution to the amplitude. This pa- 
rameter is of particular importance because the (X-conserving contribution to 
Ki + roesem depends on the value of av. Based on half of the total data sample, 
KTeV (see Section 6.2.1) has recently measured av = -0.72 f 0.05 f 0.06 [90], 
implying a contribution of 1-2x lo-l2 to K” + r’e+e- . NA48 has also reported 
a preliminary result [91], based on almost l<OO events from part of the 1998 and 
1999 runs, of B(KL +7r”rr ) = (1.51 f 0.05 f 0.20) x 10e6, with a~ = -0.45. 

Calculation for the charged mode KS +-r+yy is more complicated, requir- 
ing an unknown parameter, f? [92,93], even at 0(p4); however, it also provides 
a good test of ChPT [94]. Both the decay rate and spectral shape are pre- 
dicted with this single parameter. As with KL + 7i-‘yy , the two-photon invari- 
ant mass (AI,,) peaks above the two-pion mass, A&+,-, implying an interme- 
diate K+ +7rs~+7r~ decay. This observation has led to improved ChPT predic- 
tions, normalizing to the KS -+ ~+~rs~~ measurement-the so-called unitarity 
corrections [95]. E787 ( see Section 6.1.3) has measured a branching ratio [96] 
of B(K+ -+n+yy ) = (6.0 f 1.5 IIX 0.7) x 10-7(100 < P,+ < 180MeV/c) and 
E = 1.8 f 0.6. The data favor unitarity corrections. 

Table 5 summarizes the experimental measurements of K -+ ryy . The KTeV 
measurement of KE +r’e+e-y should improve by a factor of three; the mea- 
surement of Ki + ~‘yy should improve by a factor of two. Additional improve- 
ments will await the next round of experiments, including a possible search for 
K,” + r’yy by NA48 after the E’/E running is completed. 
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1 Decay Mode 

Table 5: Summary of K + ryy results 

Branching Ratio 

3.3 KS --+ IT+~+-!- 

The K+ + n+.l?‘.!? decays are suppressed in the standard model, since they pro- 
ceed via a flavor-changing neutral current: an effective Zds coupling that is for- 
bidden in the SM at tree-level, but permitted at the one-loop level. However, they 
are dominated by long-distance effects and proceed electromagnetically through 
single-photon exchange, so it is not possible to extract short-distance physics 
from these modes (unless one measures the lepton polarization). These decays 
have been extensively studied within ChPT [51,92,93,98]. To 0(p4) in ChPT, the 
rate and di-lepton invariant mass spectra (A4[+[-) for both K+ --+r+ese- and 
K+ -+ r+p’p- a.re described by one free parameter, w+. This parameter has 
been calculated in various models [92]. At 0(p6) in ChPT, additional parame- 
ters are needed; ‘w+ is replaced by a+ and b+ [99]. 

The K+ +7rteS-e- decay was first observed in the 1970s [loo], and since that 
time a series of experiments at BNL has increased the event sample substan- 
tially [lOl-1031. The most recent experiment, E865 [103] (see Section S.l.l), re- 
ported a branching ratio of B(K+ -+r+e+e- ) = (2.94~0.05~0.13~0.05) x 10e7, 
based on 10,175 events. (The errors are statistical, systematic, and from the theo- 
retical uncertainty of the spectral shape.) A fit to the AI,+,- spectra gives values 
for the form factor parameters of 

a+ = -0.587 f 0.010, b+ = -0.655 f 0.044. (27) 

The first observation of the decay K+ +n+p+p- was reported by E787 (see 
Section 6.1.3) in 1997 [104]. A total of 200 events were recorded during the 1989- 
1991 running period. The branching ratio was measured to be B(K+ + r+p+p- ) = 
(5.0 f 0.4 f 0.7 f 0.6) x 10m8. This mode has subsequently been observed by 
E865 [105], with 430 events and a measured branching ratio of B(K+ -+ 7r+p+p- ) = 
(9.22 f 0.60 f 0.49) x 10-s. Because all events are fully reconstructed, a measure- 
ment of the pp invariant mass (AI,,) is possible. This most recent measurement 
disagrees Gith the previous one by more than 3a, for reasons that are not yet 
understood. 

Table 6 summarizes the experimental measurements of K+ + r’!+t- . 

Table 6: Summary of KS -+~‘l+te- results 

Decay Mode 

K+ + r+e+e- 
K+ -m+p+/.-- 
Kt -+ r+e+e-y 

Branching Ratio events Experiment 

(2.94 f 0.05 f 0.13) x 1O-7 10300 E865 (1999) [103] 
(9.22 f 0.60 f 0.49) x 10-s 430 E865 (2000) [105] 

-30 E865 (1999) [106] 
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The radiative Kn2 decays-K+ -+~++‘y , Ki +x+x-y , and Kg +r+r-y - 
have two contributions. In the inner bremsstrahlung (IB) process, a photon is 
radiated from one of the charged particles. In the direct emission (DE) process, 
the photon is radiated from an intermediate state. The branching ratio of the IB 
contribution scales with the underlying Kn:! decay rate. The DE decay probes 
the kaon structure and has been studied extensively in ChPT [107]. In KL, IB 
is highly suppressed because the underlying decay is CP violating; in K+, it is 
somewhat suppressed due to the AI = l/2 rule; in KS, it is not suppressed. 

The decay K~+x+x-~ (DE) [108-1101 has a long history. A new result [ill] 
from KTeV (see Section 6.2.1) has recently been reported. The branching ratio for 
the DE component is B(Ki +7r+n-y ;DE, ES >20 MeV) = (3.70 f 0.10) x 10p5. 
The fraction of DE is DE/(DE+IB) = 0.685 f 0.009 f 0.017. This result is based 
on +% of the total KTeV data for this mode. 

The charged mode, K+ -+r+~~y , also has a long history [112-1141. New 
results from E787 [115] ( see Section 6.1.3) are striking in that the DE branching 
ratio is a factor of four lower than the previous value. The data are traditionally 
expressed in terms of the variable W that behaves similarly to the photon energy, 
and which is defined as 

w2 = (P . a&+ x (P+ . q)lm2,+ 
= E; x (E,+ - P,+ x coso,+ 7)/(mK+ x m2,+), 

(28) 

where p is the four momentum of the kaon, q is the four momentum of the photon 
and p+ is the four momentum of the x +. The new result from E787, based on half 
of the total data set, shown in Figure 11, has about eight times higher statistics 
than previous results. The branching ratio for the DE component, from a fit to IB 
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Figure 11: E787: a) The measured W spectrum for signal events compared to 
best fits to IB+DE (solid curve) and IB alone (dashed curve); b) The ratio of the 
measured W spectrum to the predicted IB spectrum. 

and DE, is B(KS + 7r+7rlToy ;DE, 55 <T, + < 90 MeV) = (4.72f0.77f0.28) x 10e6. 
The interference term is small, (-0.4 f l.S)%, and the DE is (1.85 zt 0.30)% 
compared with the IB term. The decay rate, corrected to full phase space,’ is 

‘This correction assumes that the form factor has no energy dependence. 
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now measured to be similar to that for KL: I’(K+ + 7~++‘y ; DE) = 808f 1323-l 
vs. l?(K; +r+cy ; DE) = 617 f 18s-l. 

In the neutral kaon decay, Ki +x+x-y , the DE part of the decay can be 
either CP-violating or CP-conserving, but experiments show that the DE decay 
is consistent, with a CP-conserving Ml radiative transition. There is also a CP- 
odd interference term. These CP-odd and CP-even terms manifest themselves 
in a CP-violating asymmetry in the polarization of the photon, which is not” 
observable in these experiments. However, a CP- and T-odd angular asymmetry 
is expected in the related decay Ki + r+rIT-eSe- , in which the photon internally 
converts to an ese- pair, since the angular distribution of the leptons preserves 
information about the photon polarization. This effect, predicted in 1992 by 
Sehgal & Wanninger [116], is an asymmetry in the distribution of the angle 4 
between the two planes formed by the lepton momenta and the pion momenta 
in the KL rest frame. The predicted asymmetry [116,117] is quite large because 
the two interfering amplitudes are of comparable size. 

NA48 reports [118] ( see Section 6.3) a signal of 458 events, over 37 background 
events, giving a preliminary branching ratio of B(Ki + 7rIT+7rTT-e+e- ) = (2.90 f 
0.15) x 10m7. In 1998, KTeV published a branching ratio [119] based on a small 
subset of the 1997 data. A new result from the full 1997 data set, with over 
1500 events, has now been reported [120], B(Ki -+7r+7r_e+e- ) = (3.63 f 0.11 f 
0.14) x 10p7. The branching ratio is larger than the one reported by NA48, but 
the difference is mostly due to the inclusion of an Ml form factor, which is not 
used in the NA48 analysis and which significantly increases the measured value by 
reducing the acceptance. Figure 12a shows the invariant mass spectrum observed 
bv KTeV. 
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Figure 12: KTeV: a) Distribution of invariant mass for 7rt7r-e+e- events. b) Dis- 
tribution of the angle $J between the e’e- and ~+n- planes in the KL rest frame. 
The asymmetry observed between negative and positive values of sin 4 cos 4 is 
C&violating and T-odd. 

Both experiments observe a very large CP-violating and T-odd asymmetry. 
The asymmetry is defined by 

A 
ti 

= N(sin4cosd > 0) - N(sin4cos4 < 0) 

N(sin$cos4 > 0) +N(sin+cos+ < 0)’ 
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It is important to note that the raw asymmetry may be significantly different from 
the acceptance-corrected asymmetry. This occurs not because of any asymmetry 
in the detectors but because the asymmetry varies across the phase space for the 
rr+rr-e+e- final state, and in general, acceptance is better in regions of the phase 
space where the asymmetry is large. 

The raw asymmetries observed by the two experiments, are therefore not di- 
rectly comparable. Nevertheless, they seem to agree. NA48 finds A#(raw) = 
(20 f 5)% while KTeV measures A4(raw) = (23.3 f 2.3)%. The angular distribu- 
tion observed by KTeV is shown in Figure 12b. 

So far, only KTeV has reported an acceptance-corrected asymmetry [121]. An 
important ingredient in making the acceptance correction is the form factor in 
the Ml DE amplitude, which is extracted by fitting the M,, and other kine- 
matic distributions. Using the fitted form factor, the acceptance-corrected aver- 
age asymmetry is found to be 

A#(corrected) = (13.6 f 2.5 f 1.2)%, (30) 

in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction based on the value of the 
indirect CP-violation parameter q+- and the known ?TT phase shifts. 

The NA48 experiment has reported the first observation of Kg -+ 7r+7r_e+e- from 
the 1998 data sample 11221 ( see Table 7). An additional 730 events were observed 

Table 7: Summary of radiative KX2 results 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio events 1 Experiment 

in a special two day KS run in 1999. The raw asymmetry is consistent with 
0, as expected for KS. Table 7 summarizes the current experimental status of 
radiative Kn2 decays. 

3.5 Radiative Ke2 Decays 

As with K + 7~7 , the radiative decays K+ + -@zq and K+ + @z&‘+P proceed 
via two separate mechanisms. The first, IB, is the radiative version of the familiar 
K+ +-!?+Y decays. The second, structure dependent (SD), as with the DE process 
in K-+rry , involves the emission of a photon from an intermediate state and 
has been studied extensively within the framework of ChPT [124,125]. The IB 
amplitude is completely determined by the kaon decay constant fK. The SD 
amplitude is parametrized in terms of the three form factors Fv, FA and R. The 
vector (dv) and axial-vector(dA) contributions are given by 

dv = 
-eGFh, CT 7 

JZMK 
cP~“FVePVa,-q k (31) 
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AA = 
-ieGFVu, 

JZMK 
FA[(h - q2)9/w - k,qvl + Rq29,v, (32) 

where G’ is the photon polarization, -!?” is the lepton current and k and q are 
the kaon and photon 4-momentum. In 0(p4) of ChPT, the form factors are 
independent of q2, although in 0(p6) they take on a q2 dependence. 

Recent measurements should allow precise experimental determinations of all, . 
three parameters. The most recent determination of ]Fv + FA] = 0.165 f 0.007f 
0.011 from the E787 (see Section 6.1.3) measurement [126] of the DE component 
of K+ +JL’v,~ is consistent with the previous determination [127] of IF” +FA 1 = 

0.148f0.010 from K+ + e+v,y . The branching ratio for the structure-dependent 
component of KS +pL+vccy , B(K+ +p+v,y ; SD+) = (1.33 f 0.12 f 0.18) x 
10m5, is about 40% higher than the 0(p4) ChPT calculation [125], but the 0(p6) 
contributions are expected to increase the calculation by a comparable amount 
(based on the 0(p6) calculation for 7rr+ -+ @VET) [128]. A value of Fv - FA = 
0.102 f 0.073 f 0.044, also-derived from the recent E787 K+ -+ ~+vccy (SD+) 
measurement, is an improvement on the previous limit of -0.3 < Fv - FA < 
2.5 [129] (see Reference [126] for a discussion of the sign convention). 

An improved measure of F v - FA, along with measurements Fy + FA and 
the first measurement of R in K+ decays, is now available from the E865 (see 
Section 6.1.1) measurements of K+ --+e+ve+e- and KS -+p+ve+e- [130]. These 
data were collected along with the KS -+n+e+e- data set in 199551996. The 
preliminary results from the combination of both modes are (statistical errors 
only) Fv - FA = 0.073 f 0.033, Fv + FA = 0.143 f 0.027 and R = 0.233 f 0.016. 
Combining the results on radiative K+ +!+v decays, all three form factors, Fv, 
FA and R, will be well determined, along with their sign relative to IB. 

The E865 experiment has also observed some few dozen K+ -+ e+vp+p- events, 
collected along with the K++r+n-e+uv, data in 1997 [131] (see Section 3.6). A 
summary of the recent radiative Kf2 results is presented in Table 8. 

[ Decay Mode 

Table 8: Summary of radiative Kl2 results 

Branching Ratio events 1 Experiment 

The K+ + r+r-etu, decay provides the best system for study of XX scattering 
at low energy. The measurement of the relative phase of the pion wave functions 
is an important test for ChPT, as 7~ scattering is uniquely sensitive to chiral 
symmetry breaking in the strong interaction and can provide powerful constraints 
on the parameters of ChPT. The ChPT calculations of 7~ scattering have been 
done to O(p4) [37,134] and 0(p6) [135]. 
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The primary motivation for studying K+ --+~~m-e+v, is to measure this err 

. 

scattering. The previous experiment had -30,000 events [136]. The E865 ex- 
periment (see Section 6.1.1) has collected -400,000 events. Figure 13 shows a 
preliminary plot of the rrrr phase shift (6 = 600 - 6:) as a function of rr invariant 
mass (k&) for the new E865 data [137] and the previous Rosselet data. The 
preliminary E865 result, from a fit to an improved functional form [138], gives 
a scattering length of a0 - o - 0.235 f O.O13(stat) [139]. In principle, 7~ phase 
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Figure 13: Preliminary 7t7r phase shift (S) vs rr~ invariant mass (AIXr). Both older 
data from Rosselet [136] and recent data from E865 [137] are shown, along with 
fits based on the Roy equation formalism of Basdevant, Froggatt & Petersen [140]. 

shifts could be extracted from the decay Ki --+7r*~‘eF~~ , or from the modes, 
K++&r-/_ib,, K;+n’+=p’v,, . However, due to limited statistics in these 
modes, they have not contributed significantly. Table 9 gives a summary of 
Ke4 decays. E865 has collected K+ +~+x-e+v,y events as part of the study of 

Table 9: Summary of K~J results 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio events Experiment 

KS -+ x+x-e+v, (4.10 f 0.01 f 0.11) x 1O-5 > 350000 E865 (2000) [139] 
K+ -+T+~L+v~ (1.4 f 0.9) x 1o-5 7 CERN (1967) [141] 
K” -+TT f x”eFv 
KL+ + +‘lr’e+v~ 

(5.16 f 0.20 f 0.22) x 1O-5 729 E799 (1993) [142] 
(2.1 f 0.4) x 1o-5 10 ITEP (1988) [143] 

K+ --+ +‘x’e+v,y < 5 x 10V6 0 ITEP (1992) [144] 

K+ --+~+t;rr-e+v, and may report on this observation in the near future. 

3.7 Other Rare or Radiative Decays 

3.7.1 Rare KS Decays 

The CPLEAR experiment studies pp annihilation at low energy leading to the 
final state K+e,-??” and its charge conjugate K--/r+K”. The sign of the charged 
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kaon allows the neutral kaon to be tagged as either a K” or a r. Detailed mea- 
surements of the proper time decay distributions for these states to a particular 
final state allow extraction of a variety of parameters describing both KL and KS 
decays to each final state. 

This technique allows the indirect determination of some rare KS decays. Most 
notably, CPLEAR has recently studied the ~+7r-& final state, a common KL 
decay [145]. By fitting the proper time decay distributions for initial K” and,” 
K”, and fitting the Dalitz plot distributions of these events, one can determine 
both CP-conserving and CP-violating amplitudes for KS0 + T+T-# . The CP- 
violating amplitude is found to be consistent with zero, but the CP-conserving 
amplitude is observed with a three- to four-sigma significance. CPLEAR has con- 
verted this observation to a branching ratio [145] B(K,” + rT+7r-7ro ) = (2.5:::; ‘z:z) x 
10W7. Although it is an indirect measurement, this is the smallest KS branching 
ratio yet reported. 

A new limit. on K,” -+ #‘TI-J’TT~ has recently been presented by the SND experi- 
ment at VEPP-2M in Novosibirsk: B(K~-++‘.rr”# ) < 1.4 x lop5 [146]. 

3.7.2 Radiat,ive Three-Body Decays 

The experimenta. results for other radiative kaon decays (e.g. Knzy and Kesr) are 
only sensitive to IB contributions. All of these measurements are consistent with 
theoretical predictions. A summary of these measurements is given in Table 10. 
The K+ -+ r”p”+v,,y mode should be seen for the first time in existing data from 

Table 10: Summary of radiative and rare three-body decays 

[ Decay Mode I[ Branching Ratio 1 events 1 Experiment 

E787. Improvements in other modes are likely to come from KLOE and the 
Institute for High Energy Physics (IHEP) at Serpukhov. 

4 LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION 

All experimental evidence to date supports the exact conservation of an addi- 
tive quantum number for each family of charged leptons. Thus Ki +p’p- and 
Ki + e+e- are allowed, although suppressed by the GIM mechanism and by he- 
licity suppression, whereas Ki -+ pe appears to be absolutely forbidden. If neu- 
trino masses are nonzero, some very tiny mixing effects could permit such a decay 
in the standard model, but it would occur at unobservably small levels, many or- 
ders of magnitude beyond t,he present experimental sensitivity. Any observation 
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of a signal for the decays KE -+ pe , K+ + x+p+e-, or Ki -+ rope would thus be 
conclusive evidence for new physics beyond the standard model [154]. 

Although this lepton-flavor-number conservation law appears to be respected 
in the standard model, there is no fundamental reason or underlying symmetry to 
explain why this should be so. Indeed, many possible extensions to the standard 
model predict new interactions involving heavy intermediate gauge bosons that 
could mediate the otherwise forbidden LFV decays. Some of the specific mod- 
els that lead to LFV decays include [155] compositeness of quarks and leptons, 
left-right symmetric models, technicolor, some supersymmetric models, unified 
theories with horizontal gauge bosons, leptoquarks, and string theories. 

It is important to look for both Ki +pe and the modes with an extra pion, 
K+ + r+p+e-and Ki -+ rope , because the KL + pe decay is sensitive to pseu- 
doscalar- and axial vector coupling, whereas the other modes are sensitive to scalar 
or vector couplings. In both cases, the excellent sensitivity of these experiments 
probes mass scales that. are very large. Of course, the sensitivity of the exper- 
iments to new interactions depends on the coupling constants involved. If the 
new coupling for an intermediate vector boson of mass Mx is gx, then the lower 
bound on MX implied by an upper limit on B(Kz + pe ) is given in terms of the 
electroweak coupling g by the approximate expression 

MX = 200TeV/c2 x g x 
9 

(33) 

Thus, upper limits in the range of lo-l2 yield impressive lower bounds on Mx, 

at least if gx is comparable to g. The following sections discuss the present 
experimental limits on LFV modes and the prospects for further improvement. 
While limits from rare kaon decays have provided the most stringent limits on 
some models of BSM physics, there are also strong limits from neutrino-less 
double beta decay and from several rare muon decays. The experimental focus 
in the field has now shifted to improving some of the rare muon decay limits. 

Experimental limits of Ki + pe have steadily improved over the past decade [156- 
158] from a level of about lo-’ in 1988 to the final result of BNL E871 [159], 
published in 1998. The E871 spectrometer is described in Section 6.1.2. It fea- 
tures two analysis magnets for redundant momentum measurements. Electrons 
and muons are each identified in two different ways to reduce background from 
particle misidentification. The analysis cuts are then chosen to minimize the re- 
maining backgrounds (involving either accidental coincidences or scattered elec- 
trons) while maintaining as much sensitivity as possible to the signal. The final 
cuts correspond to a single-event sensitivity of about 2 x lo-r2 with an expected 
background of 0.1 event. The cuts are set without looking at the data within the 
exclusion box shown in Figure 14. This “blind” analysis technique ensures that 
the cut selection remains unbiased by the data, and it has been adopted in many 
of the rare decay analyses described in this article. 

When the exclusion box is opened, no events are found in the smaller signal 
region. This allowed E871 to set a 90%-CL upper limit of B(Ki -+,ue ) < 4.7 x 
10-r2, the smallest upper limit set to date on any kaon decay mode. For an 
exotic boson with electroweak coupling strength, Equation 30 then implies a 
lower bound on its mass of 150 TeV. 
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Figure 14: E871: Final data sample with the reconstructed mass Mp, vs the 
square of the transverse momentum relative to the kaon direction, after all cuts 
there are no events in the signal region. The exclusion box (the larger box 
enclosing the signal box) was used to set cuts in an unbiased way on data far 
from the signal region. The shape of the signal box was optimized to maximize 
signal/background. 

There are no near-term plans to pursue this decay further, as the background 
from Ki +x*erv, with a muon decay and a scattered electron is difficult to 
reduce below a level of 10-13, which is just beyond the E871 sensitivity. 

4.2 K+ + rtp’e- 

E865 at BNL was designed to search for the LFV decay K+ +r+p+e-. This 
decay, with an extra pion in the final state, is sensitive to exotic gauge bosons 
with different quantum numbers from those that E871 could detect. The exper- 
iment uses K’ decays in flight, and the detector concept is similar to that of 
E871, with redundant particle identification by two Cerenkov detectors and an 
electromagnetic calorimeter, and a muon range stack (see Section 6.1.1). Data 
were collected during the 1995, 1996, and 1998 runs of the AGS. The limit on 
this mode from the 1995 run [160], similar in sensitivity to the predecessor exper- 
iment E777 [161], was B(K++n’p+e-) < 2.1 x 10-l’. The limit from the 1996 
run [162], with’no events above a likelihood to be K+ -+‘rr+p’e-(L,p,,) of 20%, 
is B(K+ +p’p+e-) < 3.9 x 10-l’ (see Figure 15). From the combined results 
from E777 and the E865 runs in 1995 and 1996, a limit of B(K’-+n+p+e-) 
< 2.8 x lo-l1 is obtained. The final sensitivity, with the 1998 data included, is 
expected to be -3 times better. E865 is already close to being limited by back- 
ground from accidentals; there are no plans to continue with this search. The 
E865 limit implies a lower bound of several tens of TeV on exotic bosons with 
electroweak coupling, depending on the exact model used. 

In addition to the search for K+ +7r’p+e_performed by BNL E865, a search 
for the corresponding neutral mode Ki --+ rope has been carried out by E799-I 
at FNAL (see Section 6.2.1). The main background concern was the common 
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Figure 15: E865: Final 1996 data sample after all cuts, with no events above 7rpe 

likelihood (L,,,,) of 20%. The 7rpe likelihood is formed from the quality of the 

track fits, timing, vertex, reconstruction to the target, and particle identification. 

Also shown are 7rpe Monte Carlo events passing all cuts. 

decay Ki + T~T+T~ , in which one of the pions is misidentified as a muon and 

the other as an electron, or the rarer K~--+r*+‘e~v, events with one misiden- 

tification. Both of these were efficiently eliminated by kinematic cuts. The 

remaining background from accidental coincidences is very small, as can be 

seen in Figure 16. The final SO%-CL limit2 on KE +#pe from E799-I [163] 

is B(Ki +rPpe ) < 3.1 x lo- g. Given the low background level, it should be 
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Figure 16: E799-I: Final 1986 data sample after all cuts, with no events above 

it4 RPe = 455 MeV/c2. 

possible for KTeV/E799-II to use its greater sensitivity to improve this limit by 

more than an order of magnitude, competitive with the charged-mode limit from 

E865. 

4.4 Other Searches for New Physics 

In addition to the LFV searches, there have been a number of other searches 

for BSM physics in recent years. These include K+ -+rsXo , Kf + r-p+y+, 
and KS -+ r+p-e+. Table 11 summarizes BSM searches reported since the 

2This limit is on the average of the two charge modes, not their sum. 
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previous review [l]. The E865 limit on K+ + r-p+p+ is derived from the 

Table 11: Summary of searches for physics beyond the standard model 

1 Decay Mode I] Branching Ratio 1 Experiment 

K+ -+ .rr+p+p- data set collected in 1997 and the other E865 lepton number vio- 
lating limits in Table 11 derive from the K+ +r+r-e+v, data set also collected 
in 1997. Existing KTeV data could be used to search for some other exotic modes, 
such as K” + 7f*r*eFeF and K” -+ r*x*pFpF, in the near future. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The unprecedented sensitivities of the rare kaon decay experiments in setting 
limits on LFV have constrained many extensions of the standard model. 

The observation of K+ -+ ‘~r+usi has opened the doors to measurements of the 
unitarity triangle completely within the kaon system. Significant progress in the 
determination of the fundamental CKM parameters will come from the generation 
of experiments that is starting now. Comparison with the B meson system will 
then overconstrain the unitarity triangle and test the standard-model explanation 
of CP violation. 

The primary focus for the future of rare kaon decays is on the measure- 
ment of the golden modes, Ki +~ITo~~ and K+ +T+IE , at sensitivities suffi- 
cient for observation of 100 SM events. Major initiatives in this regard are un- 
derway at BNL, FNAL and KEK. At the same time the study of a number of 
medium-rare and radiative modes will be pursued, both as a by-product of the 
K -+mE measurements and current E’/E measurements and in a dedicated study 
at IHEP. c 

5.1 Medium-Rare and Radiative Decays 

The DA@NE e’e- accelerator complex and KLOE detector at Frascati (Italy) 
(see Section 6.4) were both commissioned in 1999. It is expected that by the 
time the machine reaches the full luminosity of 5 x 1032cm-2s-1, KLOE will be 
able to observe lOlo tagged kaons of all charges per year. In addition to the 
measurement of,,‘/,, KLOE will provide a wealth of new measurements on many 
rare and medium-rare decays, particularly for the h’s modes. 

A new kaon decay experiment (see Section 6.5) is planned at the U70 accel- 
erator in IHEP in Serpukhov. CERN has provided IHEP with an RF separator 
to be used in a lZGeV/c separated kaon beam. This experiment may have even 
greater sensitivity than KLOE to medium-rare charged kaon decays. 
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The NA48 collaboration has planned a special run after the final E’/E running, 
with the KL beam turned off, dedicated to improving sensitivity to rare KS 
decays. NA48 is also considering improved measurements of some charged kaon 
decays. 

5.2 K+mm . 

The principal focus of the kaon community is the precise measurement of the 
K + WV decay modes. These measurements will provide critical, unambiguous 
determination of the standard-model Cl’ violation parameters. Comparison with 
measurements from the B meson system will then over-constrain these parameters 
and test the standard-model picture of CP violation. 

These-measurements are difficult, but several clear and convincing cases have 
been made for measuring up to O(100) events in both modes. This is as far 
as it makes sense to go with measurements of Kt -+T~VV , as the charm quark 
uncertainty in extracting IV& 1 will then dominate. In KE + r”vV , experimental 
uncertainties will dominate the errors. 

521 K+tr+vv . . 

A clean, convincing K+ -+ n+tvi7 event has already been seen by E787. Building 
on this success, the new E949 experiment will make modest and well-understood 
upgrades to the E787 detector, which has already demonstrated sufficient back- 
ground rejection for a very precise measurement of B(K++r+vv ). The ex- 
periment, will make use of the entire proton flux from the AGS to increase its 
sensitivity per hour by a factor of 15 over the sensitivity E787 achieved in 1995. 
E949 is currently under construction and will run in 2001 through 2003. The 
E949 sensitivity should reach one order of magnitude below the expectation for 
the signal, and the experiment should observe 10 standard-model events. The 
background is well-understood and is 10% of the standard-model signal. 

A proposal to improve the K+ +T+UD sensitivity by a further factor of ten 
has been initiated at FNAJ,. The CKM experiment plans to collect 100 standard- 
model events, with a background to signal ratio of -lo%, in a two-year run 
starting about 2005. This experiment will use a new technique, with K+ decay- 
in-flight and momentum/velocity spectrometers. It will have significant muon 
veto and photon veto capabilities and redundant tracking of both the kaon and 
pion. 

5.2.2 K; + #vi? 

The next generation of Ki --+~~vi? experiments will start with E391a at KEK, 
which hopes to reach a sensitivity of - 10-l’. Although the reach of E391a is not 
sufficient to observe a signal at the standard model level the experiment will be 
able to rule out large BSM enhancements and iearn more about how to do this 
difficult experiment. It is designed around a pencil I(L beam, a high-resolution 
crystal calorimeter, and very efficient photon veto systems. This experiment 
would eventually move to the JHF and aim for a sensitivity of 0(10-i4). 

KAMI plans to reuse the excellent KTeV CsI calorimeter, which will have to be 
restacked to accommoda.te the single KAMI beam. The decay volume upstream of 
the calorimeter will be instrumented with a fiber-tracker system and surrounded 
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by a hermetic, highly efficient array of photon veto detectors. An additional 
photon detector will catch photons escaping along the beam. The initial KAMI 
run (the KAMI-far configuration) would take place with the target in the same 
location as for KTeV, some 180 m upstream of the CsI calorimeter. Later, the 
target would be moved downstream (the KAMI-near configuration) in order to 
increase the solid angle and the resulting kaon intensity. KAMI hopes to collect 
about 20 events per year of running in the KAMI-far configuration, increasing,” 
to 100 events per year with KAMI-near. Backgrounds due to lost photons are a 
major concern, particularly due to photons escaping down the beam hole, where 
there is a high neutron flux. If KAMI is approved, running in the KAMI- far 
configuration may begin around 2005-2006, with KAMI-near following perhaps 
around 2008. 

. 

KOPIO follows a different strategy. The kaon center of mass will be recon- 
structed using a bunched proton beam and a very-low-momentum KL beam. 
This technique allows for two independent criteria to reject background, photon 
veto and kinematics-allowing background levels to be directly measured from the 
data-and encourages further confidence in the signal by measuring the momen- 
tum spectrum of the decay. A large flux will be obtained using the entire AGS 
proton current. The low-energy beam also substantially reduces backgrounds 
from neutrons and other sources. After three years of running, 65 standard- 
model events are expected with a S/B > 2:l. 

6 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS 

6.1 BNL: AGS 

The Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Labora- 
tory (BNL) began operation in 1960. In the intervening 40 years, the intensity 
has increased substantially to 265 Tp (Tp 3 10” protons per spill). The typi- 
cal cycle time of the accelerator up to 1990 was a l-s spill every 3 s (33% duty 
factor). Since that time, the duty factor has been increased as high as 55% (in 
1998), with a 2.8-s spill every 5.1 s. The AGS has also achieved microbunching 
during extraction, as required by the proposed E926 Ki + +‘VV experiment. 

6.1.1 E865 

Experiment E777, a search for KS +~+p+e- [101,161], ran from 1986 through 
1988 and was then modified slightly, E851, to optimize for rr” -+ e+e- from 
K+-+n+# [166] and K+-+n + + - e e [102] and ran in 1989. An upgraded exper- 
iment, E865 [167] ( see Figure 17), to search for K+ -+r+p+e- [103,105,160,162] 
ran from 1995 through 1998. The detector sits in an intense unseparated 6-GeV/c 
KS beam, with 30 MHz of K’ and 600 MHz of x+. The first magnet separates 
the charged kaon decay products, with negative particles going left; the second 
magnet provides momentum analysis of these tracks with four stations of high- 
rate multi-wire proportional chambers. Particle identification consists of two sets 
of segmented threshold Cerenkov counters: the left side, with a high threshold 
gas (Hz), was optimized to reject p’s and 7~‘s; the right side, with a low threshold 
gas (CO2 or CHJ), was optimized to reject e+ from 7r” Dalitz decays. In addition, 
a Pb-scintillator Shashlyk calorimeter provides electron identification and a range 
stack of alternating iron plates and multi-wire proportional chambers provides 
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ER65. Plan Diagram. K’ --Z 7T‘ftL+e- 

Figure 17: Plan view of the E865 detector at BNL. 

muon identification. 

6.1.2 E871 

Experiment E791 [168], a search for Kg+pe [157,169], ran from 1988 through 

1990. An upgraded experiment to continue the Ki +I_L~ [49,50,159] search, 

E871 [170], ran during 1995-1996 (see Figure 18). The spectrometer has two 

BNl_ Experiment 871 - The Search for KY+ pe 

Figure 18: Plan view of the E871 detector at BNL. 

arms, each with six gas-drift tracking stations and two momentum-analyzing 

magnets to provide independent momentum measurements. Each tracking sta- 

tion has three CC (bending plane) measurements to minimize the probability of 
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tracking errors. This is critical, as a tracking mistake in combination with a pion 
decay can give a good track x2 with a mismeasured momentum. A novel beam 
plug, to stop the neutral beam in the center of the first magnet, succeeded in 
reducing rates in the downstream particle identification detectors. Redundant 
electron identification uses an H2 Cerenkov counter and a lead glass calorimeter. 
Muon identification is achieved with a range stack of scintillator and drift tubes 
with an absorber of iron, marble and aluminum. . 

6.1.3 E787 & E949 

Experiment E787 [171], to search for K’--+n+uSi (see Figure 19), ran from 1989 
through 1991 [67,96,104,172] and again, after an upgrade [173], from 1994 through 
1998 [68,126]. The E787 detector is located in a low-energy separated K+ beam. 

- 

Barrel -_____ 
Veto--- 

Drift Chamber 

Figure 19: Elevation view of the top half of the E787 detector at BNL. 

The beam particles are tagged with a Cerenkov counter and tracked with MWPC 
and scintillator counters until stopped in a scintillating fiber target inside of- 
a 1-T magnetic field. The kaon decay particles are tracked through the fiber 
target, a low-mass central drift chamber, and into a segmented cylindrical plastic 
scintillator range stack, with embedded straw tube chambers. The 7r+ --+ pt‘ + 
e+ decay chain. is identified with 500-MHz transient digitizers recording output 
from the entire range stack. The detector is surrounded by a nearly hermetic 
photon veto system. 

The E949 experiment (see Figure 20), upgrading the E787 detector, will run 
from 2001 through 2003. The E949 detector will increase photon veto coverage 
with an additional Pb-scintillator barrel veto liner and additional photon veto 
coverage along the beam axis. Part of the range stack scintillator will be re- 
placed to obtain more light, and several non- or poorly working detectors will be 
replaced. The trigger and DAQ systems will be substantially upgraded. 

6.1.4 KOPIO/E926 

Experiment E926, named KOPIO, (see Figure 21) received scientific approval at 
BNL in 1997 but is not yet funded. Its proponents, together with those from 
the competing FNAL proposal called KAMI (see below), are undertaking joint 
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Figure 20: Elevation view of the E949 detector at BNL. 

research and development efforts with the aim of identifying the best technique 
for a future Ki --jr +‘YV measurement. In the proposed KOPIO experiment, the 

Beam Catcher Veto ’ 

Figure 21: The Proposed KOPIO detector at BNL. 

AGS proton beam is micro-bunched, with 200-ps bunches every 40 ns. The angle 
of the neutral kaon beam is 45”, with an average KL momentum of 700 MeV/c. 
The kaon time of flight is used to measure the kaon momentum and the decay 7rITo 
momentum in the kaon center-of-mass frame. The neutrons at this large targeting 
angle are mostly below r” production threshold. The beam is very well collimated 
and flat. The detector consists of a Shashlyk calorimeter and a pre-radiator of 
scintillator and copper drift chambers. The vacuum decay volume is surrounded 
by a charged particle veto and a very thin vacuum tank. The outside of the tank 
is surrounded by Pb-scintillator photon veto. A Pb-aerogel Cerenkov detector 
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will be mounted in the beam hole for additional photon veto. 

6.2 FNAL: Tevatron, Main Injector 

The Tevatron at FNAL began operation in 1984 The typical proton intensity 
delivered to kaon experiments ranged from 7 x 1011 protons per 20-s spill (60-s 
duty cycle) for E731, the e’/c experiment that collected data in 1987-1988, to as’. 
high as 10 Tp per 40-s spill (80-s duty cycle) during the 1999-2000 run of the rare 
decay experiment E799-II. The Main Injector was commissioned in 1999 and was 
used as an injector to the Tevatron during the 1999-2000 run. Future fixed-target 
experiments are proposed to run with a 120-GeV/c beam directly from the Main 
Injector while the collider is running. The Main Injector can supply 30 Tp per 
3-s spill, allowing experiments to run at much greater intensity than is possible 
at the Tevatron. 

. 

6.2.1 KTeV 

Experiment E799-I ran during 1991 and early 1992, during the same fixed-target 
run as the CP-violation experiment E773, which used the same detector. The 
primary goal of E799-I was to search for Ki -+ +‘e+e- and Ki -+ ?‘p+p- , but a 
variety of other rare decays were studied [56,58,81,110,143,163,165,174], including 

. Kz + e+e-eSe- , Ki -+p+p-e’e- and Ki --+ rope . The single-event sensitivity 
achieved for four-body modes was in the range of lo-‘. 

The KTeV proposal consists of two experiments: E832, a precision measure- 
ment of Re(d/c), and E799-II, a second, upgraded phase of the earlier E799-I, 
which had been envisioned in the original E799 proposal. The centerpiece of the 
KTeV detector is a large, high-precision CsI calorimeter [175] capable of measur- 
ing photon and electron energies to better than 1% precision. The new detector 
reuses the drift chambers from E799-I, but everything else is new, including an 
extensive transition radiation detector (TRD) system for enhanced pion-electron 
separation, a greatly upgraded array of photon veto detectors, and a trigger and 
data acquisition system with about 50 times the bandwidth of the one used in 
E799-I. 

E799-II (see Figure 22) collected data during fixed target runs in 1996-1997 
and 1999-2000. A number of results from the analysis of the data from the first 
run have been published or reported at conferences [70,71,90,119,121]. Data 
from the 1999-2000 run will increase the experiment’s rare kaon decay sensitivity 
by a factorof two to three, depending on the mode. With the complete data set, 
E799-II should achieve an improvement of about a factor of 20 over E799-I in 
single-event sensitivity for Ki -+ d’e+e- and Ki -+ +‘pL+p- . 

6.2.2 KAMI/E804 

KAMI (Kaons At the Main Injector) is the name of the detector proposed in 
FNAL Expression of Interest 804 (see Figure 23). As presently conceived, KAMI 
focuses on the difficult but rewarding mode Ki -+ $-‘vV . It competes with the 
proposed KOPIO experiment at BNL (see above). The KAMI proposal includes 
reusing the high-resolution KTeV CsI calorimeter but replaces the tracking and 
photon veto systems. In order to achieve the very high background rejection 
needed to see a Ki ++‘uV signal at the standard-model level, KAMI uses a 
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Figure 22: Plan view of the KTeV detector at the Tevatron at FNAL. 

completely hermetic photon veto system with good photon detection efficiency 

down to energies as low as 20 MeV at large angles. A major challenge for KAMI 

is the design of a beam-hole photon detector that would function in the pres- 

ence of a very large neutron flux. KAMI also plans to continue the study of 

Ki++‘e+e- and K~--+~?‘p~p- , as well as other rare kaon decays, by building 

a system of fiber trackers. KAMI is not yet approved, but hopes to collect data 

beginning about 2005. 

KAMI DETECI-OR LAYOUT 

I I I I 
14s m 15sm 16sm 175m lasm 19s m 2osm 

Figure 23: Plan view of the proposed KAMI detector at FNAL. 

6.2.3 CKM/E905 

The CKM (Charged Kaons at the Main injector) experiment (see Figure 24) is 

proposed to run at the Main Injector at FNAL. In the proposed experiment, 

a 22-GeV/c separated K + beam, with K/r = 2:1, and 30 MHz of Kt de- 

cays are delivered to the detector. A debunched proton beam of 5 Tp is ex- 
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Figure 24: Plan view of the proposed CKM detector at FNAL. 

tracted from the Main Injector with high duty fact,or. The incident K’ beam 
is momentum-analyzed in a Si-tracking system before impinging on a kaon ring 
imaging Cerenkov hodoscope (RICH), where its velocity and direction are re- 
measured. The K’ direction is measured a final time inside the vacuum decay 
volume; then the decay rIT+ is momentum-analyzed and tracked with low-mass 
straw tube chambers in the vacuum. A pion RICH measures the 7rr+ velocity and 
direction. A muon veto system establishes that the outgoing track was a 7rIT+. 
The entire apparatus is surrounded by photon veto systems. 

6.3 NA48 

The CERN Super Proton Synchrotron provides extracted protons at 400-GeV/c 
for a fixed target program including the rare kaon decay experiments NA31 and 
its successor, NA48. The NA31 experiment [176], designed to measure E’/E, also 
searched for rare KL and KS decays [53,77,82,123,153,177] from 1982 through 
1991. An upgraded experiment, NA48 [178], again with the primary aim to 
measure E’/E will measure several rare decays [80,150,179] as well (see Figure 25). 
The NA48 beamline is innovative in its use of a bent crystal to deflect a small 
fraction of the proton beam onto a KS target just upstream of the spectrometer. 
This provides the opportunity to study rare KS decays. The centerpiece of the 
NA48 detector is a high-precision liquid krypton calorimeter of unprecedented 
size. Energy resolutions of better than 1% for photons and electrons have been 
achieved with this device, which was completed in 1997. NA48 had an engineering 
run in 1996 and data-taking runs in 1997-1999. Unfortunately, on November 15, 
1999, the vacuum pipe for the beam traversing the center of the spectrometer 
imploded, destroying the drift chamber spectromet,er. Current plans are for a 
short run in 2000 to search for K,” + TPTP+’ and further running with the rebuilt 
spectrometer starting in 2001. 
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Figure 25: The NA48 detector at CERN. 

6.4 KLOE 

The DAQNE Q factory in Frascati, is a 1.02-GeV e+e- collider sitting at the Q 
peak. The accelerator began commissioning in early 1999, with a design lumi- 
nosity goal of L = 5 x 1032. 

The KLOE experiment [MO] was designed to measure E//E, although it will 
search for a variety of rare KL, KS and K + decays (see Figure 26) with tagged 

Figure 26: Elevation view of the KLOE detector at Frascati. 

kaons from copious @ decays. At the DA+NE e+e- collider KLOE is working in 
the center of mass frame. It is a cylindrically symmetric general-purpose detec- 
tor with a low-mass central drift chamber of very large volume (4-m diameter), 
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surrounded by a Pb-scintillating fiber calorimeter. The detector is in a 0.6-T 
magnetic field, so the calorimeter is read out with high-field fine-mesh PMTs. 

6.5 IHEP: Separated Kaon Experiment 

The U-70 accelerator at IHEP in Serpukhov has reached an intensity of 15 Tp. 
It runs with a 2-s spill every 10 s, for a duty factor of 20%. . 

A new experiment at IHEP is proposed to run in the N-21 line with a 12-GeV/c 
separated K* beam starting in 2002. This experiment will study a variety of 
medium-rare (mostly radiative) kaon decays and should be able to substantially 
improve existing measurements. This experiment will use a new RF separator 
from CERN [181] to provide a K purity of 2:l. The experiment will reuse existing 
apparatus from SPHINX, GAMS, and ISTRA-M. 

6.6 KEK 

The Proton Synchrotron (PS) at KEK in Japan can deliver up to 6 Tp during 
a 0.7-s spill every 3 s. During the past 15 years several experiments have been 
operating in high intensity kaon beams, starting with E137, El62 and now with 
E391a. 

Experiment E137, the first KL decay experiment at the KEK PS searched for 
the decay KF +pe [158] from 1988 through 1990. In addition to the search 
for Ki -+ pe , El37 set limits on Ki -+ e+e- and measured branching ratios for 
Ki + j~+p- + [158,182] and Ki -+ e+e-e e - [183]. The experiment ran with 2 Tp 
of protons on target and - lo7 KL per spill. The neutral-beam solid angle was 
154 pstr at production angles of 0” and 2”. The El37 detector consisted of a 
two-arm spectrometer with five drift chamber stations and two dipole magnets, 
with a total PT of 238 MeV/c, in each arm. Particle identification consisted of 
threshold gas Cerenkov counters, a Pb-scintillator electromagnetic calorimeter, 
and a muon range stack. 

Experiment El62 was designed to search for Ki --+7r”ese- (see Figure 27). 
After an engineering run that indicated that neutron conta.mination in the beam 
was too high, the experiment changed focus to search for Ki + 7r’xr-e+e- [184] 
and collected data from 1996 through 1997. In addition to Ki --+ x+7r_e+e- , a 
limit on Ki -+ x’)e+e-y [185] was set. 

Figure 27: Plan view of the El62 detector at KEK. 
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Experiment El62 ran with a neutral kaon beam of 8 mrad x 20 mrad at a 
production angle of 2” and 1 Tp of protons on target in a 2-s spill every 4 s. 
The spectrometer consisted of four drift chambers (q 21 and u) views and a 
magnet with 136 MeV/c & kick. Particle identification included a threshold gas 
Cerenkov counter and an undoped CsI calorimeter. 

Experiment E391a will search for Ki ++‘vv (see Figure 28). It is scheduled to . 
run at the KEK PS from 2001 through 2005. The detector has a high-resolution 

E391a Detector Plan 

Figure 28: Plan view of the E391a detector at KEK. 

crystal calorimeter and is otherwise surrounded by Pb-scintillator photon veto. 
The entire detector is situated in vacuum. The pencil beam is incident on the 
detector, giving a very small solid angle for background with a photon going down 
the beam hole. There is a plan to move this experiment to the JHF and, with 
the increased flux, measure O(lOO0) events. 
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